Solution Brief :: Corporate Overview

Think of Us as the Health
System for Your Health System
Healthcare leaders nationwide rely on
TractManager’s strategic sourcing, contract
lifecycle management, and provider management
solutions to make smarter decisions.
Not All Healthcare Heroes Wear Scrubs.
Every organ transplant, every heart surgery, every knee replacement is
made possible by a vital but often unseen infrastructure. And while the
people running these day-to-day operations might not appear in the
headlines, or receive acknowledgment from your patients, they are the
foundation on which your health system’s future success is built.

$25.4B+

Supply chains across the country
have a total annual savings
opportunity of $25.4 Billion+...

Contract Lifecycle Management

...translating into $11M
in savings opportunity
per facility.1

We centralize, standardize, and optimize contract
management data and processes to improve
productivity, and provide advanced contract analytics
to ensure compliance and continued growth.

85%

85% of legal professionals
said time spent on
administrative tasks is their
biggest pain point.2

Strategic Sourcing
We combine clinical evidence and price benchmarking
data with spend analytics to meet all your healthcare
sourcing needs, from spend management, to value
analysis, to capital planning.

12%–15%
of contracts are lost.3

+50%

Provider Management

From 2010 to 2017, denied
medical claims at U.S. health
systems increased by 50%.4

Our technology-enabled services automate and
accelerate your contracting, credentialing, privileging,
and enrollment, while utilizing AI-powered analytics
to avoid compliance violations.

Denials and provider
credentialing issues can
jeopardize upwards of 5% of
net patient revenue.5
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How Can We Help You?
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The Insights to Address Every Challenge.
TractManager empowers your healthcare organization with the integrated solutions and technology-enabled services
that help you make better sense of your data. Our modular solution architecture allows you to configure a solution to
common sourcing and provider management problems using advanced, automated contract management and analytics.
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Shrink Your Spend. Grow Your Margins.

40%

Reduction in contract management
administrative costs using automated
contract management.*

17%

Average TractManager
customer savings on non-labor
and outsourced services.

68%

Average annual reduction in
administrative denials after
implementing our Provider
Management services.
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Our Commitment To Your Success.
•
•
•
•

Executive Involvement
Best-in-Class Technical Solutions
Extensive Data & Analytics
Specialized Advisory Services

2/3rds

2/3rds of U.S. hospitals &
health systems rely upon one
or more TractManager solutions.
TractManager is NCQA Accredited
in Credentialing and ranks #1
in the 2019 Black Book Survey.

* Microsoft

TractManager empowers the unsung heroes who make healthcare organizations run, with insights
and technology that lead to smarter decisions. From improved sourcing decisions, to compliant
contract lifecycle management, to credentialing and provider management, we help people run
their healthcare systems at peak efficiency, with minimal risk. And when that happens, something
pretty wonderful happens — patients receive better care.
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